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㣗ೈ

ᴀᓎ䆂кভ䗄1300 nm ⊶䭓䰘䖥᳝䳊㡆ᬷ⊶䭓ⱘऩܝ㑸ˈᅗⱘℶ⊶䭓ԡ⿏ᑊ1550 nm䰘䖥
⊶䭓Ϟᤳ㗫᳔ᇣˈᰃЎ1500-1600 nm⊶䭓ऎඳЁՓ⫼㗠Ӭ࣪ⱘǄ
䖭⾡ᤳ㗫䴲ᐌԢⱘℶ⊶䭓ԡ⿏ܝ㑸(CSF)ৃҹᑨ⫼Ѣ䭓䎱⾏᭄ᄫӴ䕧⫼䗨ˈ՟བ䭓䎱⾏ഄ䴶㒓䏃㋏
㒳Փ⫼ܝᬒ఼ⱘ⍋㓚㋏㒳Ǆ䖭⾡CSFⱘԩǃܝᄺ(㹄ޣǃℶ⊶䭓ǃ㡆ᬷأᤃ㡆ᬷㄝ)ǃӴ䕧Ϣ
ᴎẄ⡍ᗻভ䗄ѢৢǄ
ࠊ䅶њϔѯᴵℒҹᬃᣕ催⊶䭓(Ⳉࠄ16xxˈxxᇥѢㄝѢ25 nm)ⱘӴ䕧Ǆ䖭⾡ܝ㑸ⱘԩǃܝᄺǃӴ
䕧ϢᴎẄখ᭄ᣝҹϟϝ㉏⡍ᗻভ䗄Ѣৢ˖
–

ܝ㑸⡍ᗻˈे䙷ѯ䗮䖛Ꮧ㓚ᅝ㺙ֱ⬭ⱘ⡍ᗻ˗

–

ܝ㓚⡍ᗻˈेӴ䗕ܝ㓚᠔ᓎ䆂ⱘ˗

–

ᣐܝ㓚⡍᳝ⱘ䫒䏃⡍ᗻˈᦣ䗄Ѣ⌟䞣ǃᓎ݊Ҫ㗗㰥ⱘ㋏㒳ষখ᭄ⱘԄ䅵ᮍ⊩Ǆϔѯ
ൟⱘ䫒䏃⡍ᗻؐˈ㾕䰘ᔩIǄ

ᦤկᓎ䆂ؐ㸼ҹՓᕫᯧѢখ㗗Ǆ䆹㸼ᣛߎњܝ㑸ⱘᴀᄤ㉏Ǆձᇚᴹᡔᴃⱘ䴽ੑˈᮄⱘᄤ㉏ৃ㛑ᣝ
✻㋏㒳ⱘᅲᮑ߯ᓎǄ
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[1]

ITU-T G.650 (2000), Definition and test methods for the relevant parameters of
single-mode fibres.
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ITU-T G.663 (2000), Application related aspects of optical amplifier devices and subsystems.
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ITU-T G.691(2000), Optical interfaces for single-channel STM-64, STM-256 and other
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ITU-T G.692(1998), Optical interfaces for multichannel systems with optical amplifiers.

3 ᴃ䇁ᅮН
ITU-Tᓎ䆂кG.650[1]Ё㒭ߎⱘ乍ᅮН䛑䗖⫼Ѣᴀᓎ䆂кǄ
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4 㓽ݭ
ᴀᓎ䆂кᑨ⫼ҹϟ㓽˖ݭ
Aeff

᳝ᬜऎඳ

CSF

ℶ⊶䭓ԡ⿏ܝ㑸

DGD

ᖂߚ㕸ᯊᓊ

GPa

ঢ়Ꮹ

MFD

എⳈᕘ

n2/Aeff

䴲㒓ᗻ㋏᭄

PMD

أᤃ㡆ᬷ

RTM

খ㗗⌟䆩ᮍ⊩

TBD

ᕙᅮ

WDM

⊶ߚ⫼

5 ܝ㑸⡍ᗻ
ᴀ㡖াᓎ䆂Ўܝ㑸ࠊ䗴ᦤկϔϾ᳔Ԣ䰤ᑺⱘЏ㽕䆒䅵Ḛᶊⱘ䙷ѯܝ㑸⡍ᗻǄ݊ؐⱘ㣗ೈ䰤ؐ
7㡖ⱘ㸼Ё㒭ߎǄ݊Ёˈܝ㓚ࠊ䗴ᅝ㺙ৃ㛑Ӯᰒ㨫ᕅડ៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘℶ⊶䭓PMDǄ䰸ℸПˈᇍѢऩ
ḍܝ㑸ǃ㺙ܹܝ㓚ݙᑊ㒩ѢⲬϞⱘܝ㑸ҹঞᏆᅝ㺙དⱘܝ㓚Ёⱘܝ㑸ˈ᠔ᓎ䆂ⱘ⡍ᗻ䛑ৠḋ䗖⫼Ǆ

5.1 എⳈᕘ
᳝݇എⳈᕘ(MFD)ᷛ⿄ؐⱘϔϾᷛ⿄ؐ݊ᆍᏂ䛑ᑨᣛᅮ1550 nmϞǄMFDⱘᷛ⿄ؐᑨ7㡖ᣛ
ᅮⱘ㣗ೈݙǄMFD㾘ᅮⱘᆍᏂᑨϡ䍙䖛7㡖ЁⱘؐǄᷛ⿄ؐⱘأᏂϡᑨ䍙䖛㾘ᅮⱘᆍᏂǄ
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5.2 ࣙሖⳈᕘ
ᇍࣙሖⳈᕘ᠔ᓎ䆂ⱘᷛ⿄ؐЎ125 µmǄ
ᑨ㾘ᅮᆍᏂˈϡᑨ䍙䖛7㡖ЁⱘؐǄᷛ⿄ؐⱘࣙሖأᏂϡᑨ䍙䖛㾘ᅮⱘᆍᏂǄ

5.3 എৠᖗᑺ䇃Ꮒ
എৠᖗᑺ䇃Ꮒϡᑨ䍙䖛7㡖Ё㾘ᅮⱘؐǄ

5.4 ϡᑺ
5.4.1 എϡᑺ
ᅲ䏉ЁˈᇍѢᷛ⿄എЎᔶⱘܝ㑸ˈᏆথ⦄݊എϡᑺᕜԢˈϡ㟈ᕅડӴ䕧Ϣ㓁ˈ᠔ҹᑊϡ
䅸Ў᳝ᖙ㽕ᇍഎϡᑺᓎ䆂ϔϾԧⱘ᭄ؐǄϔ㠀ϡ䳔㽕Ўњ偠ᬊ㗠⌟䞣എϡᑺǄ

5.4.2 ࣙሖϡᑺ
ࣙሖϡᑺϡᑨ䍙䖛7㡖Ё㾘ᅮⱘؐǄ

5.5 ℶ⊶䭓
㛑ऎߚߎϝ⾡᳝⫼ⱘℶ⊶䭓:
a)

ܝ㓚ℶ⊶䭓ˈλcc˗

b)

ܝ㑸ℶ⊶䭓ˈλc˗

c)

䏇㒓ܝ㓚ℶ⊶䭓ˈλcjǄ

⊼1 ü ᇍѢϔѯ⡍⅞ⱘ⍋ᑩܝ㓚ᑨ⫼ˈৃ㛑г䳔㽕݊Ҫⱘܝ㓚ℶ⊶䭓Ǆ

λc ǃλcc ҹঞ λcj ⱘᅲ⌟ؐⱘⳌѦ݇㋏পއѢԧⱘܝ㑸ܝ㓚䆒䅵ҹঞ⌟䆩ᴵӊǄ㱑✊䗮ᐌᰃ
λcc < λcj < λc, ԚϡᆍᯧᓎゟϔϾ䗮⫼ⱘᅮ䞣݇㋏Ǆ
ֱ䆕༈П䯈ⱘ᳔ᇣܝ㓚䭓ᑺЁ㋏㒳ⱘ᳔ԢᎹ⊶䭓ϞⱘऩӴ䕧ᰃ༈ㄝ䞡㽕ⱘǄ᳝ϸ⾡ৃ䗝⫼
ⱘᮍ⊩ᴹ䖒ࠄ˖
1)

ᓎ䆂 λcᇣѢ1600 nm˖ᔧᅰ᳝ϔϾϟ䰤ᯊˈλc ᑨᔧѢ 1350 nm˗

2)

ᓎ䆂 λcc᳔ؐЎ 1530 nmǄ

⊼2 ü ҹϞ᭄ֱؐ䆕1550 nm䰘䖥ऩӴ䕧ǄᇍѢ WDMᑨ⫼䳔㽕Ꮉ(1550 nm-x)ⱘ⊶䭓ϞˈᑨᔧᡞҹϞ᭄
ؐޣᇥ x nmǄ

䖭ϸϾ㾘ᅮϡ䳔㽕䛑ᠻ㸠ǄЎ㾘ᅮλcc ᰃֱ䆕ऩܝ㓚䖤⫼Ⳉⱘᮍ⊩ˈ᠔ҹ㾘ᅮλcc ᰃདⱘ
䗝ᢽǄᔧ⦃๗䲒Ѣ㾘ᅮλccᯊ(՟བˈऩܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚Ёˈ䇌བ䏇㒓ܝ㓚㗙Ϣλcc RTMЁⱘᮍ⊩᳝䞡
ϡৠⱘᚙމϟ᠔Փ⫼ⱘܝ㓚), ߭㾘ᅮ λc ᰃড়䗖ⱘǄ
⫼᠋䗝ᢽབ 2)䙷ḋ㾘ᅮλccⱘᚙމϟˈᑨ䆹⧚㾷λc ৃҹ䍙䖛 1600 nmǄ
⫼᠋䗝ᢽབ 1)䙷ḋ㾘ᅮλcⱘᚙމϟˈህϡ䳔㽕㾘ᅮλcc Ǆ
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⫼᠋䗝ᢽ㾘ᅮλcc ⱘᚙމϟˈৃҹܕ䆌λc催Ѣ㋏㒳ⱘ᳔ԢᎹ⊶䭓ˈ䖭ᯊˈձ䴴ܝ㓚ࠊ䗴Ϣᅝ㺙ⱘ
ᬜᵰˈՓᕫᇍѢϸϾ༈П䯈ⱘ᳔ⷁܝ㓚䭓ᑺᕫߎԢѢ㋏㒳ⱘ᳔ԢᎹ⊶䭓ⱘλcc ПؐǄ
⫼᠋䗝ᢽ㾘ᅮ λccⱘᚙމϟˈϔϾ䋼䞣䅸ᅮ䆩偠ৃ㛑䎇ҹֱ䆕 λcc Ꮖ⒵䎇㽕∖Ǆ
ܝ㓚ℶ⊶䭓λccϡᑨ䍙䖛7㡖Ё㾘ᅮⱘ᳔ؐǄ

5.6 ᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫
ᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫䱣⊶䭓ǃᔃ᳆ञᕘ᳝⡍ᅮञᕘⱘ䕈ⱘ᭄ⱘব࣪㗠ব࣪Ǆᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫ϡᑨ䍙䖛7㡖Ё㒭
ߎⱘ⊶䭓ǃᔃ᳆ञᕘ᭄ⱘ᳔ؐǄ
བᵰܝ㑸ᇚ⫼Ѣ䍙䖛1550 nmⱘ⊶䭓ˈ᳔䭓乘⌟⊶䭓Ϟⱘ᳔ᤳ㗫ৃ߽⫼䆹⡍ᅮⱘܝ㑸䆒䅵ⱘᤳ㗫ܝ
䈅ൟ㒳䅵᭄ᑧҢ1550 nmϞⱘᤳ㗫⌟䞣ЁԄㅫߎᴹǄˈৃ䕗䭓ⱘ⊶䭓Ϟ䖯㸠ϔϾ䋼䞣䅸ᅮ䆩
偠Ǆ
⊼1 ü 䋼䞣䅸ᅮ䆩偠ৃ㛑䎇ҹֱ䆕䖭乍㽕∖ᰃᕫࠄ⒵䎇ⱘǄ
⊼2 ü ᭄ᓎ䆂ؐヺড়ൟЁ㒻఼䯈䱨ⱘܼ䚼༈༫ㅵЁ᠔䞛⫼ⱘ㟈᭄Ǆᓎ䆂ञᕘؐᰃㄝᬜѢᅲ䰙㋏㒳
ᅝ㺙ЁЎњ䙓⬅ܡѢܝ㑸䭓ᳳՓ⫼㗠ᓩ䍋ⱘ䴭ᗕ⮆ࢇᬙ䱰᠔ᑓ⊯ফⱘ᳔ᇣᔃ᳆ञᕘǄ
⊼3 ü བᵰЎњᅲ⫼⧚⬅ˈ䗝ᢽԢѢ᭄ᓎ䆂ؐᴹ䖯㸠䆩偠ˈ߭ᓎ䆂ϡ㽕ᇣѢ40ˈᑊՓ⫼ϔϾᣝ↨՟ޣᇥⱘ
䰘ࡴᤳ㗫Ǆ
⊼4 ü བᵰ䅵ߦ༈༫ㅵЁ㋏㒳Ёⱘ߿ⱘഄᮍ䞛⫼ᇣѢᓎ䆂ⱘᔃ᳆ञᕘ(՟བ R = 30 mm)ˈ߭ᓎ䆂ৠḋⱘ᳔
ᤳ㗫ؐᑨ䗖⫼ѢՓ⫼䖭⾡䕗ᇣञᕘⱘ᳝ৠḋ᭄ؐⱘܝ㑸Ǆ
⊼5 ü ᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫ᓎ䆂ؐϢᅲ䰙ऩܝ㑸ⱘ䜡㕂᳝݇Ǆ៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘᤳ㗫㾘㣗Ёࣙᣀњ៤㓚ऩܝ㑸Ϣᡁড়᳝݇
ⱘᔃ᳆ञᕘᇍᤳ㗫ᗻ㛑ⱘᕅડǄ
⊼6 ü ؛བ䳔㽕՟㸠䆩偠ˈЎњ1550 nmᔃ᳆ᬣᛳᗻⱘ㊒⹂ᑺ⌟䞣ᆍᯧˈৃ䞛⫼ϔᇣⳈᕘ⦃ҷ᳓ᓎ
䆂ⱘ᭄䆩偠Ǆ䖭⾡ᚙމϟˈᑨ䆹䗝ᢽ⦃ⱘⳈᕘǃ᭄ҹঞ䆩偠ᯊⱘ᳔ܕ䆌ᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫ˈҹ֓Ϣᓎ䆂
䆩偠ܕ䆌ᅲ偠Ⳍ݇㘨Ǆ

5.7 ܝ㑸ᴤ᭭ᗻ㛑
5.7.1 ܝ㑸ᴤ᭭
ᑨᔧ䇈ᯢࠊܝ㑸᠔⫼ⱘᴤ᭭Ǆ
⊼ ü ❨ϡৠᴤ᭭ⱘ❨ܝ㑸ᯊ䳔㽕ᇣᖗǄ߱ℹⱘ㒧ᵰ㸼ᯢˈᔧ㓁ϡৠⱘ催Ѡ⇻࣪⸙ܝ㑸ᯊˈ㛑পᕫ
䗖ᔧⱘ༈ᤳ㗫ϢᔎᑺǄ

5.7.2 ֱᡸᴤ᭭
ᑨᔧ䇈ᯢ⫼ᴹࠊܝ㑸ϔ⍖ሖᴤ᭭ⱘ⠽⧚Ϣ࣪ᄺᗻ㛑ҹঞ䰸এ䖭Ͼ⍖ሖ(བᵰ䳔㽕ⱘ䆱)ⱘ᳔དᮍ
⊩Ǆऩḍࡴ༫ܝ㑸ⱘᚙމϟˈгᑨ㉏Ԑⱘ䇈ᯢǄ
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5.7.3 ㄯ䗝ᑨ∈ޚ
㾘ᅮⱘㄯ䗝ᑨ σp ᑨᔧϡᇥѢ7㡖㾘ᅮⱘ᳔ᇣؐǄ
⊼ ü ᴎẄখ᭄ⱘᅮНࣙG.650ⱘ1.2㡖Ϣ2.6㡖Ǆ

5.8 ᡬᇘ⥛ߚᏗ
ܝ㑸ⱘᡬᇘ⥛ߚᏗ䗮ᐌϡ䳔㽕ⶹ䘧Ǆ

5.9 㡆ᬷⱘ㒉ഛࣔᗻ
ⷨおЁǄ
⊼ ü ⡍ᅮ⊶䭓Ϟⱘ㡆ᬷ㋏᭄ᴀഄ㒱ᇍؐϢ䭓⊶Ϟⱘ⌟ᕫⱘؐϡৠǄབᵰ݊ؐޣᇣࠄ䖥ѢWDM㋏㒳ЁᎹ
⊶䭓ⱘ⊶䭓Ϟⱘ䕗ᇣؐˈಯ⊶⏋乥㒓ৃҹᛳᑨࠄ݊Ҫ⊶䭓(ࣙᣀԚϡ䰤Ѣ݊ҪᎹ⊶䭓)ⱘࡳ⥛Ӵ᪁Ǆ㡆ᬷ
㋏᭄ⱘ㒱ᇍؐǃ㡆ᬷ᭰⥛ǃᎹ⊶䭓ǃ⥛ࡳܝಯ⊶⏋乥থ⫳⍝ঞⱘ䎱⾏ⱘϔϾߑ᭄ᰃᎼⱘಯ⊶⏋乥ࡳ⥛Ǆ
ᇍDWDM1550 nmऎඳⱘ䖤ˈITU-T G.652ܝ㑸ⱘ㡆ᬷ䎇ˈৃҹ䙓ܡಯ⊶⏋乥Ǆℸˈ㡆ᬷഛ
ࣔᗻϡᰃϔϾߑ᭄䯂乬Ǆ

5.10 㡆ᬷ㋏᭄
⌟ߎⱘܝ㑸↣ऩԡ䭓ᑺϞⱘ㕸ᯊᓊᇍ⊶䭓ⱘ݇㋏ᑨᔧ⫼Ѡᓣᴹᢳড়(㾕ITU-T G.650[1])˖

τ(λ ) = τ1550 + (S1550 / 2)(λ − 1550 )2 + D1550 (λ − 1550)
ᓣЁ˖ τ1550 ᰃλ=1500 nm ᯊⱘⳌᇍ㕸ᯊᓊǄ㡆ᬷ㋏᭄D(λ)=dτ/dλ ৃҢᖂߚⱘѠᓣᴹ⹂ᅮ˖

D (λ ) = S1550 (λ − 1550 ) + D1550
ᓣЁˈS1550 ᰃ1550 nm ⊶䭓Ϟⱘ(ഛϔ)㡆ᬷ᭰⥛, гህᰃ S1550 (λ)=dD/dλ  λ=1550 nmϞⱘؐǄ㗠
ϨˈD1550 䖬㸼⼎ λ=1550 nmϞⱘ㡆ᬷؐǄ
⊼1 ü τ(λ) Ϣ D(λ) ⱘ䖭ѯᓣᄤ 1500-1600 nm ⊶䭓㣗ೈݙᰃ䎇㊒⹂ⱘǄԚϡᛣੇⴔᅗӀ㽕⫼Ѣ1310 ऎඳǄ
⊼2 ü ϔ⾡ᮍ⊩ৃⳈ⌟ߎ㡆ᬷ㋏᭄ˈ՟བ⫼ᖂߚⳌ⿏⊩Ǆ䖭⾡ᚙމϟˈᑨᔧᡞϔḍⳈ㒓τ(λ)Ⳉᢳড়
ࠄ㡆ᬷ㋏᭄Ϟᴹ⹂ᅮS1550 Ϣ D1550Ǆ

5.11 ܝ㑸䆒䅵ᇐ߭ⱘ՟ᄤ
䰘ᔩII㒭ߎњϔϾ᮹ᴀ݀ৌ(KDD)ᇍ᳔ᇣᤳ㗫ℶ⊶䭓ԡ⿏ܝ㑸(CSF)᠔䞛⫼ⱘܝ㑸䆒䅵ᇐ߭ⱘ՟
ᄤǄ

6

ܝ㓚⡍ᗻ

Ў5㡖᠔㒭ߎⱘܝ㑸ⱘԩܝᄺ⡍ᗻТϡফ៤㓚䖛ⱘᕅડˈᴀ㡖ᇚ㒭ߎϢܝ㓚ࠊ䗴䭓ᑺⱘ
Ӵ䕧⡍ᗻЏ㽕᳝݇ⱘ乍ᓎ䆂Ǆ
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⦃๗Ϣ䆩偠ᴵӊᰃ㟇݇䞡㽕ⱘˈᇚ䆩偠ᮍ⊩ⱘᇐ߭Ёভ䗄Ǆ

6.1 㹄㋏ޣ᭄
1500-1600 nm⊶䭓ऎඳⱘݙϔϾϾ⊶䭓Ϟ䛑㾘ᅮњ㹄㋏ޣ᭄ⱘ᳔ᇣؐǄܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚㹄㋏ޣ᭄ؐ
ϡᑨ䍙䖛7㡖Ё㾘ᅮⱘؐǄ
⊼ ü ᳔ԢؐপއѢࠊ䗴䖛ǃܝ㑸៤ߚϢ䆒䅵ҹঞܝ㓚ⱘ䆒䅵Ǆབ䰘ᔩII᠔⼎ⱘˈ1550 nmऎඳЁᏆ䖒ࠄ
0.15 - 0.19 dB/km ⱘؐǄ

6.2 أᤃ㡆ᬷ㋏᭄
᳝䕗Ԣⱘ↨⡍⥛䎱⾏Ь⿃ⱘ㋏㒳ৃܕ䆌䕗ⱘPMD㋏᭄ؐ㗠ϡফᤳӸǄ
ϡᰃ᠔᳝ⱘ㸼䛑ࣙᣀ݇ѢPMDⱘ㽕∖Ǆ䳔㽕ᯊˈ៤㓚ܝ㑸أᤃ㡆ᬷᑨձ㒳䅵⸔㗠䴲ऩϾܝ㑸㾘
ᅮǄ㽕∖ҙϢҢܝ㓚ֵᙃЁ䅵ㅫߎᴹⱘ䫒ᮍ᳝݇Ǆ㒳䅵㾘㣗ⱘᑺ䞣ৃҹϟᡒࠄǄ䅵ㅫⱘᮍ⊩ৃ
IEC 61282-3[IV.1]Ёᡒࠄˈᑊ䰘ᔩIIIЁᔦ㒇Ǆ
ࠊ䗴ଚᑨ䞛⫼PMD䫒䆒䅵ؐPMDQˈᅗᰃЎMܝ㓚↉ⱘ㾘ᅮⱘৃ㛑䫒ݙᣐܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘPMD
㋏᭄ⱘ㒳䅵Ϟ䰤ؐǄ䆹Ϟ䰤ؐḍᇣⱘৃ㛑ᗻ㑻߿QᅮНˈQᣛⱘᰃᣐPMD㋏᭄ؐ䍙䖛PMDQ ⱘৃ㛑
ᗻǄᇍѢ7㡖Ё㒭ߎⱘMQؐˈPMDQ ؐϡᑨ䍙䖛7㡖㾘ᅮⱘ᳔PMD㋏᭄Ǆ
䆒䅵໘⧚〇ᅮǃ៤㓚៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘPMD㋏᭄П䯈ⱘ݇㋏Ꮖⶹⱘᚙމϟˈ៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘ⌟䞣㒧ᵰ
⫼Ѣ⫳៤៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘ㒳䅵ؐǄབᵰᏆ㒣㸼ᯢњ䖭ḋϔ⾡݇㋏ˈ䙷МᏗ㓚㗙ৃҹ᳝䗝ᢽഄ㾘ᅮ៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘ
᳔PMDؐǄ
ᇍPMD㋏᭄ؐⱘ䰤ࠊৃҹ㾷䞞ЎㄝᬜѢᇍ䱣ⴔᯊ䯈⊶䭓䱣ᴎব࣪ⱘᖂߚ㕸ᯊᓊ(DGD)ⱘ㒳䅵ব䞣ⱘ
䰤ࠊǄབᵰܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚Ꮖ㾘ᅮњPMD㋏᭄ߚᏗˈ䙷Мгৃҹ⹂ᅮDGDব䞣ⱘㄝᬜ䰤ࠊǄDGDߚᏗ䰤ࠊⱘ
ᑺ䞣ؐৃ䰘ᔩIЁᡒࠄǄ

7 ᓎ䆂ؐ㸼
㸼1ὖᣀњ⒵䎇ᴀᓎ䆂Ⳃᷛⱘ䞣ܝ㑸㉏߿ⱘᓎ䆂ؐǄ
G.654.Aᰃ㡆ᬷԡ⿏ऩܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘᴀᄤ㉏Ǆ䆹ᄤ㉏䗖⫼ѢITU-T G.691[3]ITU-T G.692[4]Ё
1550 nm⊶䭓ऎඳ㋏ⱘݙ㒳Ǆ
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㸼1/G.654ˉ
ˉG.654.Aܝ㓚ᴀ㉏߿
ܝ㓚ᴀ㉏߿
ܝ㑸⡍ᗻ
⡍ ᗻ

䆺 ᚙ
⊶䭓

എⳈᕘ

ؐ
1550 nm

ᷛ⿄ؐ㣗ೈ
ᆍᏂ

9.5-10.5 µm
f0.7 µm

ᷛ⿄ؐ

125 µm

ᆍᏂ

f1 µm

എৠᖗᑺ䇃Ꮒ

᳔ؐ

0.8 µm

ࣙሖϡᑺ

᳔ؐ

2.0%

ܝ㓚ℶ⊶䭓

᳔ؐ

1530 nm

ञᕘ

37.5 mm

᭄

100

ࣙሖⳈᕘ

ᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫
ㄯ䗝ᑨ
㡆ᬷ㋏᭄
៤㓚ܝ㑸 PMD ㋏᭄

 1550 nm ऎඳⱘ᳔ؐ

0.50 dB

᳔ᇣؐ

0.69 GPa

D1550max

20 ps/(nm·km)

S1550max

0.070 ps/(nm2·km)

᳔ؐ

Ps/√km(⊼)

ܝ㓚⡍ᗻ
㹄㋏ޣ᭄

PMD ㋏᭄

⊶䭓
 1500 nm ऎඳⱘ᳔ؐ

0.22 dB/km

M

20 ḍܝ㓚

Q

0.01%

PMDQ ⱘ᳔ؐ

0.5 ps/√km

⊼ ü བᵰᇍѢ⡍ᅮⱘܝ㓚㒧ᵘᏆ㒣ᣛᅮњܝ㓚PMDQ ,䙷Мৃҹ⬅Ꮧ㓚㗙ᣛᅮϔϾ៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘ䗝ᢽⱘ᳔
PMD㋏᭄ˈҹᬃᣕܝ㓚PMDQ ⱘЏ㽕㽕∖Ǆ

䰘  ᔩ I
䫒䏃⡍ᗻ㋏㒳䆒䅵ⱘֵᙃ
ϔϾᣐ䫒䏃䗮ᐌࣙᣀϔᅮ᭄䞣ⱘܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘ༈ࠊ䗴䭓ᑺǄࠊ䗴䭓ᑺⱘ乍㽕∖ᴀᓎ䆂к5
㡖6㡖㒭ߎǄᣐ䫒䏃ⱘӴ䕧খ᭄ᖙ乏ϡҙ㗗㰥ऩḍܝ㑸䭓ᑺⱘᗻ㛑ˈ㗠Ϩ䖬㽕㗗㰥ᣐ㒳䅵䞣Ǆ
ࠊ䗴䭓ᑺܝݙᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘӴ䕧⡍ᗻӮ᳝ϔᅮⱘὖ⥛ߚᏗˈབᵰ㽕পᕫ᳔㒣⌢ⱘ䆒䅵ˈᯊᐌ䳔㽕㗗㰥䖭
⾡ὖ⥛ߚᏗǄ䯙䇏ᴀ㡖Ёϟ䴶Ͼᇣ㡖ⱘݙᆍᯊ䛑㽕ᛇࠄ乍খ᭄ⱘ㒳䅵ᗻ䋼Ǆ
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䫒䏃⡍ᗻؐফϔѯ㋴ⱘᕅડˈ㗠ϡܝڣᇐ㑸㓈㓚ফ՟བ༈ǃ䖲఼ᅝ㺙ㄝⱘᕅડǄ䖭ѯ㋴
ᴀᓎ䆂кЁ㾘ᅮǄЎњԄ䅵䫒䏃⡍ᗻؐˈϟ㸼Ёᦤկњܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘൟؐǄ㋏㒳䆒䅵᠔䳔㽕ⱘܝ㑸
খ᭄ⱘԄ䅵ᮍ⊩Ѣ⌟䞣ǃᓎ݊Ҫ㗗㰥ᦤկǄ

I.1 㹄ޣ
䫒䏃ⱘ㹄ޣA⬅ϟᓣ㒭ߎ˖

A = αL + α s x + α c y
ᓣЁ˖
α

䫒䏃Ёܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘൟ㹄㋏ޣ᭄˗

αs

ᑇഛ༈ᤳ㗫˗

x

䫒䏃Ё༈ⱘ᭄Ⳃ˗

αc

㒓䏃䖲఼ⱘᑇഛᤳ㗫˗

y

䫒䏃Ё㒓䏃䖲఼(བᵰ㺙᳝ⱘ䆱)ⱘ᭄Ⳃ˗

L

䫒䏃䭓ᑺ˗

ᑨᔧߚ䜡䗖ᔧⱘܝ㓚㺩ᑺ㒭ᇚᴹܝ㓚䜡㕂ⱘব࣪(䰘ࡴ༈ǃ乱ⱘܝ㓚䭓ᑺǃ㗕࣪ᬜᑨǃ⏽ᑺব࣪
ㄝ)ǄϞᓣϡࣙᣀ䆒䖲఼ⱘᤳ㗫ǄI.5Ёৃҹᡒࠄܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚㹄㋏ޣ᭄ⱘൟؐǄ䆒䅵ᅲ䰙㋏㒳ᯊ᠔
䞛⫼ⱘ㹄ޣ乘ㅫЁˈᑨ䆹㗗㰥䖭ѯখ᭄ⱘ㒳䅵ব࣪Ǆ

I.2 㡆ᬷ
ҹps/nm 㸼⼎ⱘ㡆ᬷ㛑Ңࠊ䗴䭓ᑺⱘ㡆ᬷ㋏᭄䅵ㅫߎᴹˈ䅵ㅫᯊ؛ᅮᅗϢ䭓ᑺਜ㒓ᗻ݇㋏ˈᑊ䗖ᔧ㗗
㰥䖭ѯ㋏᭄ⱘヺো(㾕5.10㡖)Ǆ
ᔧ䖭ѯܝ㑸⫼Ѣ1550 nm⊶䭓ऎඳӴ䕧ᯊˈ䗮ᐌ䞛⫼ᶤѯᔶᓣⱘ㡆ᬷ㸹ٓǄ䖭⾡ᚙމϟˈ䆒䅵ᯊ
㽕⫼ࠄᑇഛ䫒䏃㡆ᬷǄ1550 nm㾚に⌟ݙᕫⱘ㡆ᬷৃҹ1550 nm㾚に⫼ݙϢ⊶䭓ⱘ㒓ᗻ݇㋏ᴹᦣ㒬Ǆ䖭
Ͼ݇㋏⫼ൟⱘ㡆ᬷ㋏᭄1550 nm⊶䭓Ϟⱘ㡆ᬷ᭰⥛㋏᭄ᦣ䗄Ǆ
1550 nm⊶䭓ऎඳⱘݙ㡆ᬷ㋏᭄D1550㡆ᬷ᭰⥛㋏᭄S1550ⱘൟؐৃҹI.1㡖ЁᡒࠄǄ䖭ѯؐ
䫒䏃䭓ᑺLLinkৃ⫼Ѣܝ㑸䫒䏃䆒䅵Ё䅵ㅫൟ㡆ᬷǄ

DLink (λ ) = LLink [D1550 + S1550 (λ − 1550 )]

( ps / nm)

I.3 ᖂߚ㕸ᯊᓊ(DGD)
ᖂߚ㕸ᯊᓊ
ᖂߚ㕸ᯊᓊᰃϸ⾡ᵕ࣪ᓣⱘࠄ䖒ᯊ䯈ᇍϔϾ⡍ᅮ⊶䭓ᯊ䯈ⱘᖂߚǄᇍѢ᳝PMD㋏᭄ⱘ䫒䏃ˈ䫒
䏃ⱘDGD䱣ⴔᯊ䯈⊶䭓ⱘব࣪䱣ᴎব࣪ˈ՟བ呺ܟᮃ䶺ߚᏗህࣙϔϾऩ⣀ⱘখ᭄ˈ䆹খ᭄ᰃ䫒䏃ⱘ
PMD㋏᭄ⱘ㒧ᵰˈгᰃ䫒䏃䭓ᑺⱘᑇᮍḍǄPMD⡍ᅮᯊ䯈⊶䭓ѻ⫳ⱘ㋏㒳ᤳӸপއѢ䆹ᯊ䯈⊶
䭓ⱘDGDǄℸˈ⬅ѢDGDߚᏗϢܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚PMD㋏᭄ߚᏗ᳝݇ˈᓎゟ݇ѢDGDߚᏗ᳝⫼ⱘ䰤ࠊ݊䰤
ؐⱘᮍ⊩ᏆIEC 61282-3Ё䆺㒚䯤䗄䆄䕑ˈᑊ䰘ᔩIVЁᔦ㒇ǄDGDߚᏗ䰤ؐⱘᑺ䞣㸼⼎བϟ˖
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⊼ ü ܗ㋴㗠䴲ܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘߚᏗⱘ⹂ᅮ䍙ߎњᴀᓎ䆂кⱘ㣗ೈˈIEC 61282-3[IV.1]Ё䅼䆎Ǆ

খ㗗䫒䏃䭓ᑺLRef ˖᳔DGDὖ⥛ᇚ䗖⫼ⱘ᳔䫒䏃䭓ᑺǄᇍѢ䭓ⱘ䫒䏃എ䭓ᑺˈ⫼᳔DGD
Ьҹᅲ䰙䭓ᑺϢখ㗗䭓ᑺⱘ↨⥛ⱘᑇᮍḍǄ
ൟ᳔ܝ㓚䭓ᑺLCab˖ᔧᣐⱘൟऩḍܝ㓚⹂ᅮPMD㋏᭄ߚᏗᯊ⌟䞣ⱘܝ㓚䭓ᑺᇣѢ䖭Ͼ
ؐᯊˈ᳔ؐৃҹ⹂ֱǄ
DGD᳔ؐDGDmax˖㗗㰥ܝ㑸㋏㒳䆒䅵ᯊৃ㛑Փ⫼ⱘDGDؐǄ
᳔ὖ⥛PF˖ᅲ䰙DGDؐ䍙䖛DGDmaxⱘὖ⥛Ǆ
I.5㡖ࣙ䗖⫼Ѣ䙉ᕾ㸼㸼Ёᓎ䆂кⱘ㒳䅵PMD䰤ࠊⱘܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘ䖭ѯᑺ䞣ؐǄ

I.4 䴲㒓ᗻ㋏᭄
݇Ѣ⬅䴲㒓ᗻܝ㑸ᬜᑨ 㾕ITU-T G.663[@ ᓩ䍋ⱘ㋏㒳ᤳӸˈ㡆ᬷᬜᑨ䴲㒓ᗻ㋏᭄n2/Aeff ᰃѸѦ
ⱘǄൟؐϢᅲ䰙ᕫࠄⱘؐϡৠǄ䴲㒓ᗻ㋏᭄ⱘ⌟䆩ᮍ⊩᳝ᕙ䖯ϔℹⷨおǄ

I.5 䗮⫼ൟؐ㸼
ḍ,ǃ,ǃ,㡖ϟ㸼Ёⱘؐҷ㸼ᣐܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚Ǆ
㹄㋏ޣ᭄

㡆ᬷ㋏᭄
ᖂߚ㕸ᯊᓊ(DGD)
(⊼ 2)

⊶䭓

ൟ䫒䏃ؐ

1550 nm

0.25 dB/km

16XXnm(⊼ 1)

TBD

D1550

TBD

S1550

TBD

খ㗗䫒䏃䭓ᑺ

400 km

ൟ᳔ܝ㓚↉䭓ᑺ

10 km

DGD ᳔ؐ

25 ps

᳔ὖ⥛

6.5x10

-8

⊼1 ü 䆹⊶↉ⱘϞ䰤⊶䭓䖬≵᳝ᅠܼ⹂ᅮǄ✊㗠ˈXXᇣѢㄝѢ25 nmǄ
⊼2 ü া᳝ᔧ㾘ᅮњ㸼1Ёⱘ៤㓚PMDQؐˈ䖭ѯؐᠡ䗖⫼Ǆ
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䰘  ᔩ II
ܝ㑸䆒䅵ᇐ߭ⱘ՟ᄤ
ܝ㑸䆒䅵ЁˈഎⳈᕘ(MFD)2W᳝ᬜℶ⊶䭓λceᰃ䴲ᐌ䞡㽕ⱘখ᭄Ǆऍ䜡ࣙሖܝ㑸1.55 µm⊶
䭓໘ⱘㄝᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫αbǃ㡆ᬷDᡬᇘ⥛᳆㒓Ў2Wλceⱘߑ᭄ˈབII.11Ё᠔⼎Ǆℸˈᑇ㸠㒓ऎඳᇍ
ᑨѢITU-T(CCITT)G.652ܝ㑸㾚に(2W1.55µm =10f1.0 µmˈ1.10 µm <λce<1.28 µm)ᓎ䆂ⱘ1.31 µmӬ࣪ऩܝ
㑸ǄҢII.1Ёৃҹথ⦄ˈ1.55 µm⊶䭓ऎඳⱘݙᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫ᵕഄᕅડՓ⫼ߍ䱋ࣙሖ䆒䅵ⱘ1.31 µmӬ࣪ऩ
ܝ㑸(SMF˗ITU-T G.652)Ǆ⬅Ѣᔃ᳆ѻ⫳ⱘܝ㓚ᤳ㗫ৃҹ㹿䅸ЎㄝৠѢㄝᔃ᳆ञᕘRe໘ⱘᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫Ǆ
ऩܝ㑸(Vĭ1.7)1.55 µm⊶䭓໘⬅ѢᏗ㓚䖛ѻ⫳ⱘ乱ᤳ㗫䞣㑺Ў0.015 dB/kmˈ݊ؐᇍᑨѢ
ᔃ᳆ञᕘRe=45 mǄℸˈ⧚䆎Ϟⱘᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫⬅ㄝᬜᔃ᳆ञᕘRe=45 mm䅵ㅫǄ
Ўњֱᣕܝ㑸ⱘԢᤳ㗫⡍ᗻˈᑨሑৃ㛑ഄޣᇥᏗ㓚䖛ѻ⫳ⱘ乱ᤳ㗫ǄҢII.1Ёৃҹথ⦄ˈЎᅲ
⦄ᇥѢ0.005 dB/kmⱘᏗ㓚ᤳ㗫ˈഎⳈᕘ(MFD)2WⱘϞ䰤᳝ᬜℶ⊶䭓λceⱘϟ䰤㑺ߚ߿Ў11.5 µm
1.35 µmˈ᠔ᳳᳯⱘ᳔Շܝ㑸খ᭄⬅II.1Ёⱘ䰈ᕅऎඳ㸼⼎Ǆࡴ᳝ᬜℶ⊶䭓λceৃҹᦤ催1.55 µm໘ⱘᔃ
᳆䰏ᡫˈ㗠ϡࡴܝ㑸᳝ᤳ㗫ˈ✊㗠ˈ᳝ᬜℶ⊶䭓λceⱘϞ䰤(Ⳉ㟇1.60 µm)ᑨ㾚䭓ܝ㓚ᚙމϟⱘऩ
䖤㗠ᅮǄ՟བℸˈᏆⶹ㋿⍖ᭋܝ㑸(2 m)䭓⊶៤㓚ܝ㑸(䭓Ѣ20 km)ⱘ᳝ᬜℶ⊶䭓ⳌᏂ㑺
70nmǄ
II.1Ёⱘ⚍(g)ҷ㸼1.55 µm᳔ᇣᤳ㗫ℶԡ⿏ऩܝ㑸(CSF)䞛ḋϞⱘ⌟䞣ؐˈᅗӀⱘখ᭄
II.1Ё⼎ߎǄ݊Ёˈܝ㑸1ܝ㑸2 ߚ߿ҷ㸼㒃㣅㑸ᖗ/Füߍ䱋ࣙሖܝ㑸ˈܝ㑸3ܝ㑸4ߚ߿ҷ㸼ᖂGe
Füᦎᴖ㑸ᖗ/Füߍ䱋ࣙሖܝ㑸ˈܝ㑸5䗮ᐌЎGe ᦎᴖ㑸ᖗܝ㑸Ǆ㗠ܝ㑸߭䗮ᐌЎ1.31µmᷛޚऩܝ㑸
(SMF)ǄҢII.1Ёৃҹথ⦄ˈ⌟䆩ܝ㑸ᤳ㗫㡆ᬷߚ߿Ў0.176-0.197 dB/km17.7-19.3 ps/nm-kmǄ䖭ѯܝ
㑸ⱘ⨲߽ᬷᇘ㋏᭄A0䴲⊶䭓ձ䌪ൟᤳ㗫B0㑺ߚ߿Ў0.83-0.97 dB/km -µm40.011-0.015 dB/kmǄ
1.55 µm᳔ᇣᤳ㗫ℶԡ⿏ܝ㑸(CSF˗ܝ㑸1-5)1.31 µmӬ࣪ܝ㑸(SMF˗ܝ㑸6)ⱘᅲ䏉㒧ᵰII.2
Ё⼎ߎǄҢII.2Ёৃҹথ⦄ˈ1.55 µm᳔ᇣᤳ㗫ℶԡ⿏ܝ㑸(CSF)1.55 µm໘ⱘᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫ᇣѢ䗮ᐌⱘ
ऩܝ㑸(ITU-T G.652)1.31 µm㋏㒳䖤㸠⊶䭓໘ⱘᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫Ǆ

____________________
1
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10f1

II.1/G.654ˉ
ˉ1.55µ
µm⊶䭓໘ⱘㄝᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫
⊶䭓໘ⱘㄝᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫α
⊶䭓໘ⱘㄝᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫αbǃ㡆ᬷDᡬᇘ⥛
㡆ᬷ ᡬᇘ⥛∆
ᡬᇘ⥛∆
ᇍഎⳈᕘ:
ⱘ᳆㒓
ᇍഎⳈᕘ:᳝ᬜℶ⊶䭓
:᳝ᬜℶ⊶䭓λ
᳝ᬜℶ⊶䭓λceⱘ᳆㒓
㸼II.1/G.654ˉ
ˉ1.55 µm᳔ᇣᤳ㗫ℶԡ⿏ऩܝ㑸
᳔ᇣᤳ㗫ℶԡ⿏ऩܝ㑸(CSF˗
˗ITU-T G.654)ⱘܝ㑸খ᭄
ⱘܝ㑸খ᭄
᳔ᇣᤳ㗫ℶԡ⿏ऩܝ㑸
 ܝ㑸

MFD
[µ
µm]
@1.55 µm

λce
[µ
µm]

∆
[%]

1

11.1

1.48

0.33

2

10.8

1.43

0.34

3

10.9

1.51

0.35

4

9.50

1.56

0.45

5

10.1

1.38

0.35

᳔ᇣ~᳔

9.50 ~ 11.1

1.38 ~ 1.56

0.33 ~ 0.45

ᤳ 㗫
[dB/km]
@1.55 µm
(@1.30 µm)
0.176

㡆 ᬷ
[ps/nm-km]
@1.55 µm
(@1.30 µm)
19.27

(0.320)
0.184

18.69

(0.323)
0.181

18.92

(0.348)
0.189

18.99

(0.334)
0.197

17.67

(0.351)
0.176 ~ 0.197
(0.320 ~ 0.351)

17.67 ~ 19.27

ܝ㑸 1  2˖㒃㣅㑸ᖗ˗ܝ㑸 3  4˖ᖂ Ge ᦎᴖ㑸ᖗ/Füߍ䱋ࣙሖ˗
ܝ㑸 5˖䗮ᐌⱘ Ge ᦎᴖ㑸ᖗǄ
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ᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫 αb[dB/m]
10-1

10-2

-3

10

⊼ ü Ѹঝ(㰮㒓᳆㒓)ҷ㸼ܝ㑸6ˈेൟⱘITU-T(CCITT)G.652ܝ㑸ˈ݊Ёλ=1.30µm(λceĭ1.12µmˈ2W130µm ĭ
9.20µmˈĭ0.33%)Ǆ

II.2/G.654ˉ
ˉᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫Ў1.55µ
ᔃ᳆ᤳ㗫Ў
µm໘ⱘ⌟䆩ऩܝ㑸䞛ḋⱘ᳆⥛Ⳉᕘⱘߑ᭄
໘ⱘ⌟䆩ऩܝ㑸䞛ḋⱘ᳆⥛Ⳉᕘⱘߑ᭄

䰘 ᔩ III
݇Ѣأᤃ㡆ᬷ㒳䅵ⱘֵᙃ
ᦤկᴀ䰘ᔩ⫼ѢЎPMDὖᣀϔѯ㒳䅵ᗻ䅵ㅫǄIEC 61282-3 [IV.1] ᅠᭈഄ䆄䕑њ䖭ѯ䅵ㅫ⧚䆎Ǆ
䖭ᇚϟ߫㡖Ё㒭ߎ˖
III.1 ᓩ㿔
III.2 ᭄ᬊ䲚
III.3 PMDQⱘ䅵ㅫ(㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩)
III.4 DGDmaxⱘ䅵ㅫ(㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩)
⊼ ü IEC 61282-3[IV.1]гܕ䆌ᑊᅮНњ݊Ҫⱘ䅵ㅫᮍ⊩Ǆ䖭䞠㒭ߎ㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩ᰃЎᅗ᳔ᆍᯧᦣ䗄Ǆ

III.1 ᓩ㿔
أᤃ㡆ᬷ(PMD)ᰃϔϾ㒳䅵⡍ᗻˈᇍѢ㒭ᅮⱘܝ㑸ˈᅗᅮНЎこ䖛ϔᅮ㣗ೈ⊶䭓ⱘ⌟ᕫⱘᖂߚ㕸ᯊ
ᓊ(DGD)ⱘᑇഛؐǄ⬅ѢDGDؐᰃ䱣ᯊ䯈⊶䭓䱣ᴎব࣪ⱘˈᇍ䘧ⱘPMDؐৃ㦋ᕫⱘ㛑⧚ⱘ⦄ݡ䆎Ϟⱘ
Ԣ䰤ࠊ㑺f15%Ǆ䖭Ͼᗻ䋼ᱫᣛᅗϡ䗖ড়Ѣ䗝ᢽऩḍܝ㑸ܝ㓚ᴹࠊ䅶↨䖛ᗻ㛑ϹḐⱘ㾘㣗Ǆ
䖭ḋⱘ䗝ᢽ䗮ᐌ䗖ড়Ѣއᅮ䆎ⱘሲᗻ՟བ㹄ޣ㗠ϡ䗖ড়ѢPMDǄ䖭ᛣੇⴔ݇ѢᭈϾ䖛ⱘߚᏗᰃ᳔ড়⧚
ⱘǄ
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݇ѢPMDⱘࡳ㛑ˈ㗗㰥ⱘѠ⚍ᰃ㒭ᅮᯊ䯈⊶䭓㋏ⱘݙ㒳ᤳӸᰃ⬅DGDؐࠊⱘˈ䆹DGDؐ߭
䱣ⴔPMD ؐⱘব࣪㒳䅵ഄব࣪Ǆབᵰ㒭ᅮњ⡍ᅮ៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘPMDؐˈ䙷Мህৃҹ䅵ㅫDGD䍙ߎ㒭ᅮؐⱘ
ὖ⥛Ǆ✊㗠ᕜ⏙Ἦⱘᰃˈ䖭ѯ݀ᓣᇍѢ㾘ᅮⱘ᳔ؐⱘᑨ⫼ᇚѻ⫳ᅲ䰙㋏㒳ᗻ㛑ⱘ㊞㾖ᗉǄԚᰃˈPMD
ⱘ㒳䅵㾘㣗Ӯ⫳៤ᇍѢᭈϾҎষⱘDGDؐⱘ㒳䅵㣗ೈǄ䖭Ͼ㣗ೈ⫼ὖ⥛ᅮНˈ⫳៤ϔϾ㋏㒳䆒䅵ЁՓ⫼
ⱘؐˈ䆹ؐ↨᮴㒳䅵ᗻ㾘㣗Ёᕫࠄⱘؐᇣˈ䖭䞠᠔ᣛⱘ㋏㒳䆒䅵DGDؐϞ㑺Ԣ20%ὖ⥛ϞԢϸϾ
᭄䞣㑻Ǆ
佪㽕ⱘ㗗㰥ᰃᏠᳯЎܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚Ё⌟ᕫⱘPMDؐⱘߚᏗᅮНϔϾㅔऩⱘ㒳䅵ᑺ䞣Ǆℸᑺ䞣ᖙ乏ࣙ
ᣀ䖯ᮍ⊩䖯ৃবᗻϸϾᮍ䴶Ǆϔѯὖ⥛ㄝ㑻ⱘ㕂ֵϞ䰤гᰃᑺ䞣Ǆ
Ꮖ㒣ⶹ䘧ৃҹ䗮䖛䅵ㅫऩḍܝ㓚ⱘPMD㋏᭄ⱘℷѸᑇഛᴹԄ䅵ϔ༫ᣐܝ㓚ⱘPMD㋏᭄ǄҢᑨ⫼ⱘ
㾖⚍ᴹⳟˈЎњ㒭㕂ֵϞ䰤ᑺ䞣ⱘНˈᑨ䅵ㅫ20ḍܝ㓚ⱘᣐ䫒䏃ⱘϞ䰤Ǆ䖭Ͼܝ㓚᭄ⳂᇣѢ᭄
䫒䏃ЁՓ⫼ⱘ᭄ⳂˈԚҢ㸼⼎ᣐ䫒䏃ⱘDGDߚᏗᴹⳟˈᅗᏆ䎇ˈ᳝䞡㽕ⱘᛣНњǄ0.01%ⱘὖ⥛ؐ
гᰃᷛ ⱘ࣪ޚü 䚼ߚᰃѢϢDGD䍙䖛ϔϾ䰤ؐ˄䖭Ͼؐᖙ乏䴲ᐌԢ˅ⱘὖ⥛ⳌㄝǄ㕂ֵϞ䰤㹿⿄Ў
PMDQ䫒䏃䆒䅵ؐˈ䆹㾘㣗㉏ൟ⿄Ўᮍ⊩1Ǆ
–8

ḍϡৠ㋏㒳ⱘ㗗㰥ˈࣙᣀৃ㛑䫒䏃Ёⱘ݊ҪPMD⫳៤ܗ㋴ⱘᄬˈDGDⱘὖ⥛䰤ࠊ6.5·10 .Ǆ
IEC 61282-3ᦣ䗄њϔ⾡⹂ᅮ᳔ؐ˄⫼ὖ⥛ᅮН˅ⱘᮍ⊩ˈҹՓᕫབᵰߚᏗ䍙䖛њᮍ⊩1ⱘ㽕∖ˈ䙷М䎼䍞
–8

ҙ⬅ܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚㒘៤ⱘ䫒䏃ⱘDGDᇚ䍙䖛DGD᳔ؐⱘὖ⥛ᇣѢ6.5·10 .Ǆ㽕Ўϔ㋏߫㣗ೈⱘߚᏗᔶ⢊⹂
ᅮϔϾDGDmaxؐǄᏆⶹ㾘ᅮܝᇐ㑸㓈㓚ⱘPMDߚᏗⱘ䖭⾡DGDmaxᮍ⊩Ўᮍ⊩2ǄIEC 61282-3Ё㒭ߎ㓐
ড়ᮍ⊩2 খ᭄݊Ҫܝ㑸ܗ㋴ⱘখ᭄ⱘᮍ⊩Ǆ
ᮍ⊩1ᰃϔ⾡Ѣ⌟䞣ҔМⱘ㸵䞣ᷛˈޚℸЎ㾘㣗㽕∖䌌ᯧଚϮЁᵕ݊ᯢ⹂ഄՓ⫼Ǆᮍ⊩2ᰃ
ᮁ㋏㒳䆒䅵Нⱘϔ⾡↉ˈℸЎ㋏㒳䆒䅵ⱘֵᙃࣙᣀݙǄ

III.2 ᭄ᬊ䲚
⫼ҷ㸼㒭ᅮܝ㓚㒧ᵘࠊ䗴ᯊᳳⱘ PMDؐᴹ䅵ㅫǄϔ㠀㟇ᇥ䳔㽕100ϾؐǄ䞛ḋ䗮ᐌ㽕ᡞϡৠ㒧ᵘⱘ
ܝ㓚ϡৠⱘܝ㑸ԡ㕂㗗㰥ݙǄ
া㽕ᇍѢ㒭ᅮⱘ㒧ᵘˈ៤㓚ܝ㑸ܝ㓚ؐП䯈ⱘ݇㋏〇ᅮˈ䙷М៤㓚ܝ㑸ⱘ⌟䞣ؐህৃ㛑Փܝ㓚
ߚᏗᠽǄ䖭⾡ᠽⱘᮍ⊩ПϔᰃҢ↣Ͼ៤㓚ܝ㑸ؐЁ⫳៤Ͼৃ㛑ⱘܝ㓚ؐǄᑨᔧ䱣ᴎഄ䗝ᢽ䖭ѯؐ
ᴹҷ㸼䗮ᐌⱘ݇㋏ৃবᗻ(՟བ䱣ⴔ⌟䞣ৃ⦄ݡᗻব࣪ⱘৃবᗻ)ǄЎব䞣ⱘ㣗ೈࣙᣀৃ⦄ݡᗻ䫭䇃ˈ
ℸ䖭⾡Ԅ䅵ܝ㓚PMDؐⱘᮍ⊩ৃ㛑ᇐ㟈ԢԄPMDQǄ
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⌟ᕫⱘ䞛ḋ䭓ᑺⳟ䍋ᴹᮍ⊩2ⱘ䆎᳝݇Ǆ䖭ϔ⚍Ꮖ㒣ⴔⷨおˈᕫߎϟ߫㒧䆎Ǆᮍ⊩2Нᇍӏԩ
ᇣѢ400 kmⱘ䫒䏃䛑᳝ᬜˈা㽕˖
–

ᅝ㺙ⱘܝ㓚ᇣѢ10 kmˈ

–

⌟ᕫⱘ䭓ᑺᇣѢ10 kmǄ

III.3 PMDQⱘ䅵ㅫ(㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩
ⱘ䅵ㅫ 㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩)
㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩
IEC 61282-3Ё㒭ߎ݊Ҫⱘ䅵ㅫᮍ⊩Ǆ䖭䞠ᦣ䗄㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩ᰃЎ᳔݊ᆍᯧᦣ䗄ˈ㗠ϨՓ⫼ⱘ
؛䆒᳔ᇥǄ
⌟ᕫⱘPMD㋏᭄ؐ⬅xi㸼⼎ˈiҢ 1 ࠄNˈNЎ⌟䞣᭄Ǆ䖭ѯؐ⫼Ѣ⫳៤100 000Ͼᣐ䫒䏃PMD㋏᭄
ؐˈ݊Ё↣Ͼؐ⫼䱣ᴎҢ䞣䞛ḋЁ䗝ᢽⱘ20Ͼऩḍܝ㓚ؐⱘℷѸᑇഛ䅵ㅫǄ
20

⊼ ü ᔧN= 100ᯊˈ᳝5.3g10 Ͼৃ㛑ⱘ䫒䏃ؐǄ

Ў䅵ㅫ↣Ͼ䫒䏃ؐˈ䗝ᢽҢ1ࠄNⱘ20Ͼ䱣ᴎ᭄Ǆ䗝ᢽ䖭ѯؐˈ⫼㋶ᓩোkᷛ⊼Ǆ䫒䏃PMD㋏᭄y⫼ϟ
ᓣ䅵ㅫ˖
1/ 2

 1 20 2 
y =  ∑ xk 

 20
 k =1 



(III-1)

䅵ㅫ䖭ѯؐᯊˈᬊ䲚100 00ϾؐᬒܹϔϾ催ᆚ䲚ᑺⱘⶽ䰉Ǆᔧ䅵ㅫ㒧ᴳᯊˈҢⶽ䰉Ё䅵ㅫ㌃⿃
ὖ⥛ߑ᭄ˈᑊ⹂ᅮⳌ݇Ѣ99.99%ⱘPMDؐǄਞ䖭ϾؐˈЎPMDQǄབᵰㅫᕫⱘPMDQᇣѢ㾘ᅮؐ(0.5
ps/sqrt(km))ˈ䙷МߚᏗ䍙ߎᮍ⊩1Ǆ

III.4 DGDmaxⱘ䅵ㅫ
ⱘ䅵ㅫ(㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩
ⱘ䅵ㅫ 㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩)
㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩
䆹⾡䅵ㅫᓎゟѢPMDQⱘ䅵ㅫϞǄ䅵ㅫЁˈ乘ᅮњDGDmaxⱘؐ(Ў 25 ps)ˈᑊ䅵ㅫ䍙䖛䆹ؐⱘὖ⥛
-8

PFǄབᵰ䅵ㅫߎⱘὖ⥛ᇣѢ㾘ᅮؐ(6.5·10 )ˈ䙷МߚᏗ䍙䖛ᮍ⊩2Ǆ
ᓔྟ䖯㸠㩭⡍व⋯㒳䅵䆩偠⊩Пࠡˈ⫼ϟᓣ䅵ㅫPMD㋏᭄䰤ؐPmax˖

Pmax =

DGDmax 25
=
= 1.25
20
Lref

ᇍѢ20ܝ㓚䫒䏃ᣐؐy2j-1y2jˈ40ܝ㓚ᣐؐzj⬅ϟᓣ⫳៤˖
1/ 2

 y22 j −1 + y22 j 

zj =


2


⊼ ü 䖭ḋ⫳៤њ50 000Ͼzjؐˈ᭄Ⳃ䎇Ǆ
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(III-2)

⫼ϟᓣ䅵ㅫ䍙䖛40䫒䏃ϞⱘjϾᣐ⚍ϞⱘDGDmaxⱘὖ⥛pj˖

Pmax / z j

  p j = 1−

∫

0

4
2 
 π

3/ 2

t2
 4 
exp − t 2 dt
Γ(3 / 2 )
 π 

(III-3)

ExcellTMᅮНњৃҹ⫼Ѣ䅵ㅫpjⱘߑ᭄ˈGAMMADIST (X, ALPHA, BETA, Cumulative)Ǆ
ᇍ䆹ߑ᭄ⱘ㽕∖ᑨ䆹ᰃ˖

PJ = 1 − GAMMADIST (4 * PMAX * PMAX /( PI () * ZI * ZI ),1.5,1, TRUE )

(III-4)

䍙䖛DGDmaxⱘὖ⥛PF⬅ϟᓣ㒭ߎ˖

PF =

1
∑ pj
50000 j

(III-5)

བᵰὖ⥛PFᇣѢ㾘ᅮؐˈߚᏗ䍙䖛ᮍ⊩2Ǆ

䰘 ᔩ IV
খ㗗䌘᭭
[IV.1] IEC 61282-3:(work in progress), Guidelines for the Calculation of PMD in Fibre Optic
Systems.
[IV.2] IEC 60793-2 (86A/563/CDV), Optical fibres – Part 2: Product specifications
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